Using textual analyses of 1.77 million articles, we find that, through the Chinese government's conglomeration reform that reorganizes official and nonofficial newspapers from the same locale into a news group under state control, there is an increase (decrease) in positive tone and political content in official (nonofficial) newspaper articles. The evidence is consistent with official newspapers becoming more concentrated on political goals and nonofficial newspapers becoming more focused on commercial objectives, thus better enabling the newspaper industry to pursue a dual role as the government's mouthpiece and an information institution supporting the market economy. Our results are robust to using a matched firm-month research design that examines the content of articles written about the same firm in the same month, a matched firm-event approach that examines concurrent newspaper articles published immediately following corporate earnings announcements, and a difference-in-differences approach to test for conglomeration effects.
Introduction
Politics biases news reporting. That bias is much stronger when the press is controlled and owned by an authoritarian government, because of the lack of competition from independent, nonstate sources and the autocrats' incentive to demonstrate supremacy (Tullock 1987) . These autocratic governments, when at-tempting to develop market economies, face the challenge of supplying independent news in a media marketplace that is dominated by politics and frequently devoid of market-based incentives. Thus, they face the trade-off between controlling the media to protect their autocratic rule and freeing state-owned media outlets to meet market demands for credible, informative news and support their market development activities.
Although state-controlled media is prevalent around the world (Djankov et al. 2003) , prior research focuses mainly on the reporting biases of nonstate media operating in democratic countries (Besley and Prat 2006; Gentzkow and Shapiro 2006 Gurun and Butler 2012) . Moreover, whether media controlled by an authoritarian government can successfully fulfill its dual mission of serving as the government's mouthpiece and as a market-oriented information institution and how these frequently conflicting roles affect reporting biases remain open empirical issues. Our goal is to fill a void in the literature by providing a large-scale empirical analysis of how market and political forces interact to shape news coverage in a state-controlled media market under an authoritarian government.
We focus on corporate news reporting in China and examine whether the government's recent media conglomeration reform has systematically altered political biases embedded in corporate news articles. We focus on corporate news because recent economic reforms in China and the reopening and subsequent growth of the country's stock markets have significantly increased the demand for market information. However, the government has a continued desire to control the press and, more recently, has used reforms to reorganize its newspaper holdings to address political and commercial considerations arising from the proliferation of stand-alone, market-oriented newspapers. These recent changes create a natural setting for examining how political and economic forces interact to shape state-controlled media markets and whether one type of media reform, conglomeration, can improve state-owned newspapers' ability to pursue their dual political and market-development roles.
China has two types of newspapers: official and nonofficial. Both types of newspapers are ultimately controlled by the state but differ with respect to function, funding, and ownership. Official newspapers were the only newspapers that existed prior to the economic reforms starting after 1979. These newspapers serve as the mouthpiece of the government; receive financial support, such as guaranteed subscriptions and subsidies, from the government; and are directly under the supervision of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) at the national and local levels (party newspapers) or of a government institution (political-organ newspapers).
1
Nonofficial newspapers were introduced into the media marketplace through the government's liberalization and commercialization of the newspaper industry after 1979. Unlike official newspapers, nonofficial papers are created to respond to a demand for particular news content (for example, business or entertainment news) rather than serve as the mouthpiece of the government; do not depend on receiving financial support from the government, instead depending entirely on advertising and subscription revenues; and are typically not under the direct supervision of the CCP but instead are under the control of commerce-related ministries or some low-ranking government units, and some even have nonstate investors as minority owners.
2,3 Nonofficial newspapers can be further divided into three subcategories: business, evening, and metro newspapers. Business newspapers focus on reporting business and economic news, while metro and evening newspapers, which are less market oriented, focus primarily on providing general news and entertainment to their readers and are still partially responsible for spreading propaganda (Hu 2011) . Because the focus of this study is on corporate news, we examine business newspapers as our only nonofficial newspapers and compare their corporate news articles with those in official newspapers.
The conglomeration reform we examine involves transferring control of selected stand-alone official and nonofficial newspapers in the same locale, usually a province or major city, to create a single news group having the same editorial board and supervised by the same state control unit. This new organizational structure allows the government to increase its political control of official and non official papers, improve coordination between individual newspapers, enable the cross subsidization in a newspaper group, and facilitate further commercialization activities by nonofficial newspapers. If effective, conglomeration is expected to lead to greater specialization of newspapers and to increase the diversity of news published by a group's newspapers. Following conglomeration, official newspapers are expected to concentrate more on their political role when reporting corporate news, while nonofficial newspapers are expected to cater more strongly to commercial demands for depoliticized corporate news. That is, we expect the political content and positive bias of the official (nonofficial) papers' corporate news to increase (decrease) after the reform.
However, it is unclear whether conglomeration actually increases the relative diversity of corporate news published by state-owned media. By grouping local newspapers together, conglomeration likely reduces competition, which potentially causes an increase in political bias for both types of newspapers (Besley and Prat 2006; Gentzkow and Shapiro 2008; Germano and Meier 2013) . In addition, the conflicting demands of the Chinese government render the reform's outcome uncertain. On the one hand, an independent media helps establish and maintain 2 An example of a commerce-related ministry is the People's Bank of China, which owns Financial News, while an example of a nonstate owner is Shangdong Sanlian Group Ltd., which owns Economic Observers. Unlike the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) or a government owner, nonstate owners as a group cannot control more than 49 percent of the total ownership of each newspaper.
3 Ten nonofficial newspapers in our sample, despite their business news orientation and lack of government funding, are directly controlled by the CCP. Our main specifications treat these newspapers as nonofficial newspapers. In Section 6.2.1, we discuss estimations in which we separately identify these nonofficial party newspapers and compare them with the remaining sample of nonofficial newspapers.
well-functioning markets and promotes economic development. 4 On the other hand, the state-controlled media can play a central role in shaping public opinion, which leads to opaque and biased reporting practices, especially with respect to the revelation of bad news. 5 As such, politically controlled newspapers frequently bias their coverage of politicians, political events, and government policy (Enikolopov, Petrova, and Zhuravskaya 2011; on China, see Stockmann 2013) . 6 It remains an open empirical question whether the demand-side effect from the member newspapers' improved ability to serve commercial objectives under a group structure offsets the political influence arising from the increase in control and the decrease in competition of the member newspapers after the conglomeration.
We test these arguments on a sample of approximately 1.77 million domestic Chinese newspaper articles published about China's listed firms over the period 2000-2010. To capture the political bias of the articles, we use textual analysis techniques to measure the articles' tone and the extent to which they contain political slogans that are commonly used by the CCP. Consistent with our predictions, we find that the conglomeration of Chinese newspapers into statesanctioned media groups has successfully magnified the differences in articles' tone and political content between official and nonofficial newspapers: we observe an increase (decrease) in positive reporting biases and the political content of articles published by official (nonofficial) news outlets that are conglomerated. These conglomeration effects exist (on average) in the broad cross section of newspaper articles, after matching official and nonofficial newspaper articles by publication month for the same listed firm, after focusing on a subset of newspapers that are conglomerated during our sample period (using a difference-indifferences research design), and after examining concurrent articles published by competing newspapers immediately following corporate earnings announcements. Although the net effect of these changes on the information environment of Chinese listed firms is unclear from our analysis, the documented divergence in the tone and political slant of these conglomerated newspaper articles is consistent with an underlying objective of China's media reforms-to increase the credibility of nonofficial newspapers while simultaneously strengthening official newspapers' role of mouthpiece.
To further understand the effects of conglomeration, we examine the impact of the reforms conditional on various partitions: the strength of a province's political and market institutions, whether the newspaper is controlled by central 4 Media outlets create and disseminate financial information (Zingales 2000; Bushman, Piotroski, and Smith 2004; Bushee et al. 2010; Soltes 2010) , serve as watchdogs in the market (Dyck and Zingales 2002; Miller 2006; Dyck, Volchkova, and Zingales 2008; Liu and McConnell 2013) , and even help autocrats monitor their bureaucrats (Egorov, Guriev, and Sonin 2009; Lorentzen 2014) . 5 In China, negative corporate news will diminish politicians' career prospects (Chen, Li, and Zhou 2005; Li and Zhou 2005) and, more broadly, increase public dissent that threatens political stability.
6 Even a democratic government can capture the media and bias electoral outcomes (Besley and Prat 2006) , which significantly weakens the media's role in political accountability. government or local government entities, whether the firm covered in the article (hereafter, the covered firm) is owned by the state, and the firm's locality. These analyses reveal an asymmetry in the effects of conglomeration, with the reform yielding wide-ranging political benefits for the government (as reflected by a broad increase in the political bias of official newspapers across almost all partitions) and much narrower commercial benefits (as reflected by a reduction in the political bias of nonofficial newspapers in only a subset of partitions). Thus, although the credibility of the average nonofficial newspaper article improved following conglomeration, the reform was not nearly as successful at generating these improvements across the broad population of nonofficial newspapers or at limiting political rhetoric embedded in many articles.
Investigating these partitions more closely, we find that the conglomeration effects for official newspapers are generally greater when the incentives for bias are stronger (namely, in provinces with strong political institutions, when the newspaper is owned by the local government, and when the newspaper is covering local firms). Similarly, we find that conglomeration has a stronger effect of reducing nonofficial newspapers' political bias in contexts where the incentives for bias are weaker, although the results are limited to a smaller subset of partitions (namely, in provinces with strong market institutions for positive-tone bias and when the newspaper is writing about nonlocal firms for political content bias). Putting these two sets of results (for official and nonofficial newspapers) together, we find that the conglomeration effect of the increase (decrease) in positive-tone bias on official (nonofficial) newspapers is weaker (stronger) in market-oriented provinces. This is suggestive that conglomeration has a stronger net effect of reducing the overall positive-tone bias-in terms of having a stronger decrease in nonofficial newspapers and a weaker increase in official newspapers-in provinces with strong market institutions than in those with weak market institutions.
This study makes several contributions. First, we extend existing research on how political and economic incentives affect media bias. Recent studies examine how market incentives and competition impact reporting biases (Ellman and Germano 2009; Gentzkow and Shapiro 2006 Green, Hand, and Penn 2012; Gurun and Butler 2012) , but these studies focus on democratic societies using mainly privately controlled newspapers rather than state-owned newspapers under autocratic governments. Compared with prior research on political incentives, which focuses mainly on political news and electoral outcomes (Besley and Prat 2006; Enikolopov, Petrova, and Zhuravskaya 2011; Stockmann 2013) , we focus on how politics affects corporate news. Qin, Strömberg, and Wu (2016) examine political biases in the selection of articles among Chinese newspapers and document that advertising revenues are predictive of a newspaper's coverage decisions and orientation, yet they find no evidence that shifts in market incentives impact the biases of established newspapers. In contrast, our evidence that the formation of news groups shelters nonofficial newspapers from political intervention and allows them to pursue more commercial interests is new in the literature. To our knowledge, ours is the first study to examine the interplay between the political incentives of state-controlled newspapers and economic incentives introduced by media reforms on the reporting bias of corporate news.
Second, we provide large-sample evidence on how state-controlled media balances the trade-off between market and political pressures, as captured by the conglomeration of newspapers, with respect to the content of corporate news. Our results suggest that the creation of state-controlled news groups can simultaneously enhance the mouthpiece and (to a lesser degree) market roles of the official and nonofficial media, respectively. We extend Stockmann (2013) , which focuses on the difference in reporting bias of official and nonofficial papers, by examining how the conglomeration reform affects the differential political bias of the two types of newspapers. 7 We also complement Qin, Strömberg, and Wu (2017) , which examines the government's use of social media in China. By allowing sensitive content on these platforms, the government balances concerns about social unrest against the benefits of using social media as a surveillance system (to monitor politicians and public opinion) and propaganda tool in China.
Third, we extend Djankov et al. (2003) , which finds that prevalent statecontrolled media is detrimental to the development of financial markets. A big challenge for emerging-market governments is to develop financial markets while maintaining political control over the media. We document one example in which, through the conglomeration of state-owned newspapers, the government can increase the diversity of corporate news articles by increasing (reducing) the political bias of official (nonofficial) newspapers without relinquishing control of the press. Although we cannot make an inference about how conglomeration has impacted Chinese listed firms' overall information environment, we document suggestive evidence that there is a stronger net effect on the reduction in the positive bias of corporate news articles in more market-oriented than less marketoriented provinces. Future research can investigate how well these state-owned newspapers and media groups fulfill their information role and what constraints should be eliminated to further improve the corporate news environment.
Finally, we contribute to an understanding of the information environment supporting China's capital markets (see Piotroski and Wong 2012) . And, because China is the largest economy practicing state capitalization, our paper serves as an important first step toward understanding whether, and under what contextual conditions, China's state-controlled information institutions will be able to fulfill their market development roles within the country's broader institutional, political, and economic framework.
Conglomeration Reform and Main Hypothesis

Creation of Nonofficial Newspapers
Shortly after the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949, all published news articles were disseminated through China's state-owned and statesupported official newspapers. These official newspapers receive financial support from the government and serve the primary goal of conveying the government's political narrative to its constituents. Following the introduction of economic reforms after 1979, the government commercialized the press by creating a new category of newspapers-nonofficial newspapers-that operate like stand-alone commercial units. These nonofficial newspapers receive no financial support from the government and target a specific audience to fill a particular market demand for information. As a result of these differences, nonofficial newspapers have greater freedom and financial incentives to respond to market demands for news in order to maximize advertising and subscription revenues. This commercialization initiative, coinciding with a liberal newspaper-licensing policy, created newspapers that supported the economic reforms and development and increased the number of newspapers in the country by more than 10-fold, from 186 to 1,943, between 1978 1,943, between and 2009 1,943, between (Stockmann 2013 .
During this period of reform, the need for a market-oriented, independent business media was reinforced by the Asian financial crisis, during which the collapse of Asian stock markets led to calls for greater transparency in the markets. These views were ultimately supported and endorsed by the Chinese government, and as a result a number of high-profile, nonofficial newspapers emerged in the late 1990s and early 2000s.
8 These publications are characterized by their focus on corporate and financial news and almost propaganda-free reporting. In a few cases, these new ventures even served as watchdogs against fraudulent activities of the listed firms.
9
Despite these new policies, the government maintained, if not strengthened, its control of the country's newspapers. First, both official and nonofficial newspapers remain state owned, and each newspaper must be sponsored by a government unit to obtain an operating license. These formal arrangements subject the newspapers to bureaucratic and political pressures arising from China's hierarchical structure.
10 Second, the government continues to control the country's 8 Examples include Caijing, 21st Century Business Herald, Economic Observer, New Fortune Magazine, and Business Watch. 9 A prominent example is Caijing, a financial magazine established in April 1998. Serving as a watchdog of the financial market, it exposed the fraud cases of listed firms such as Qiong Ming Yuan in 1998 and Yin Guang Xia in 2001. It also exposed irregularities and corruption of the mutual fund industry in 2000. 10 The Chinese state is organized into geographical divisions that range from the central government to province, city, county, township, and village levels. The CCP and government units, such as commissions, ministries, bureaus, and departments, exert control vertically from units at the central government level to corresponding units at the lower levels of government. As a result, government units have to report to their corresponding supervisory unit of the CCP or government agencies through the vertical chain of command and horizontally to the leadership of the local government newspapers through the appointment and dismissal of senior editorial staff by the sponsoring organization.
11 This mechanism ensures that the editorial policies and reporting practices of newspapers remain aligned with the government's preferences. Third, the propaganda departments (PDs) of the CCP committees (at every level of government) also strongly influence the reporting behavior of newspapers through their guidance and planning of China's ideological development. The power of the PDs and relevant regulatory agencies is further strengthened by the absence of laws that protect the freedom of press, which allows politicians to capture the press when deemed necessary. Finally, during this period of newspaper liberalization, the government concurrently elevated the news media's regulatory and licensing agency, formerly the Publication Bureau under the Ministry of Culture, to an administrative unit under the direct control of the State Council, renamed the State Press and Publication Administration (SPPA). In 2001, the SPPA was further elevated to ministerial-level status and was renamed the General Administration of Press and Publication. These elevations serve the purpose of strengthening the political clout and legitimacy of media regulators while signaling the government's commitment to monitoring, and if necessary controlling, China's news media.
Despite the Chinese government's continued desire to control the narrative in the news media, there is also a strong demand for domestic and international information that fosters economic development and reforms. These two forces create a tension whereby the domestic, state-owned media industry is required to fulfill two sometimes conflicting roles: an information institution capable of supporting a well-functioning market economy and a government mouthpiece. The conglomeration reform discussed below was designed to ease this tension.
Conglomeration Reform and Reporting Bias
Conglomeration is a media reform that orchestrates the organization of existing official and nonofficial newspapers from the same locality into a single commercialized news group. Although foreign competition (as a result of China joining the World Trade Organization) is often cited as a reason for forming news groups (Lee, He, and Huang 2006) , the government's real intention behind conglomeration is to retain strong political control over the press while allowing it to pursue market objectives. The rapidly growing and fragmented nature of the commercialized media market created a big challenge for the government's control over the press, which threatened the regime's autocratic rule. The first such conglomeration was the formation of the Guangzhou Daily News Group in 1996; by 2004, up to 38 news groups were formed across China, with conglomeration where they are located. Newspapers are integrated into this broader political structure at their level of government. Thus, obtaining a license requires finding a sponsor within the relevant government framework, with the attendant bureaucratic and political pressures.
11 Each editorial appointment requires the approval of the relevant CCP organization committee, while officials from the propaganda department of the corresponding local government and media regulators occasionally become involved in appointment decisions.
decisions driven by a combination of political and commercial interests (Zhao 2000) .
12
The group structure enables member newspapers to fulfill their political and market missions. First, an official paper that belongs to the same group can give political protection and legitimacy, and even assurance of reporting boundaries, to affiliated nonofficial newspapers, which allows them to cater more freely to market demands for reliable information.
13 Second, by having only one management team and one editorial board, the group can coordinate the activities of member newspapers and manage the overall political risks. This also enables the government to have a stronger chain of command in controlling all of the member newspapers, especially the nonofficial newspapers. Third, nonofficial newspapers can subsidize official papers, which reduces the impact of commercial and budget considerations on the official newspapers' reporting activities. This significantly strengthens the official newspapers' ability to serve as mouthpieces of the government.
Thus, instead of having each member newspaper take on dual roles in pursuit of the government's political and commercial objectives, which can be excessively costly, the conglomeration structure allows for specialization among member newspapers. This structure enables official newspapers to strengthen their political role and nonofficial newspapers to strictly cater to consumers' preferences for less positively biased, less politicized, and more informative corporate news. That is, the bias in terms of positive tone and political slant of official newspapers is expected to increase, while the bias of nonofficial newspapers is likely to decrease after conglomeration. This is analogous to family-controlled business groups in emerging economies in which member firms can, by affiliating with the influencing families, secure government connections and protection and access capital and labor markets that are otherwise difficult for them to obtain on their own (Khanna and Palepu 2000) .
From the government's perspective, allowing newspapers to pursue more commercial objectives enables them to capture more advertising revenues (thus easing budgetary concerns) by catering to consumers' preferences. The independent news generated by these newspapers also enhances the government's ability to monitor bureaucrats (Egorov, Guriev, and Sonin 2009; Lorentzen 2014) . Moreover, as long as conglomeration can enable the government to better prevent the media from spurring mobilization and collective actions (King, Pan, and Roberts 2013) , it will not restrain newspapers from publishing articles criticizing corporate behaviors.
However, conglomeration may reduce competition and increase reporting bias. Competition results in a greater diversity of news suppliers and hence a greater likelihood of having a supplier that operates more independently from the government. Thus, by grouping the newspapers in the same locale, conglomeration reduces the likelihood that any of the newspapers will act diversely and independently, which causes an increase in political bias for both types of newspapers. Reduction in competition can further increase bias because, as Besley and Prat (2006) argue, the cost of (or the total bribe for) influencing news suppliers decreases as their number decreases. Although conglomeration does not necessarily reduce the total number of newspapers in a locale, a unified editorial board could exert more direct control over newspapers after conglomeration, which would reduce the editorial freedom enjoyed previously by nonofficial newspapers and thus constrain their market-oriented reported practices and increase reporting bias. This prediction is consistent with the argument that the government wanted to use the conglomeration reform to tighten control over non official newspapers. Many official newspapers were losing to nonofficial newspapers in this competitive landscape, especially in terms of circulation and advertising revenue. The resultant decision to form news groups is consistent with the theoretical predictions of Gehlbach and Sonin (2014) that a large advertising market increases the incentive of the government to nationalize private media.
Thus, whether the conglomeration of China's newspapers improves the ability of both affiliated official and nonofficial newspapers to specialize and leads to a divergence in their positive tone and political bias is an empirical question. Our main hypothesis is as follows: the positive tone and political slant of the corporate news of official (nonofficial) newspapers increase (decrease) after conglomeration, ceteris paribus.
The preceding arguments and anecdotal evidence, however, also suggest that the effects of conglomeration may be subject to different political and market forces that influence the newspapers' reporting incentives. We therefore examine our main hypothesis across various partitions that capture the level of market orientation of the province where the newspaper is located, whether the newspaper is controlled by the central or local government, and whether the covered firm is a state-owned versus a private firm or is domiciled in the same locality versus a different locality as the newspaper. By performing tests across the partitions with various levels of political and market forces, we explore whether the conglomeration effects are asymmetric and whether the effect of the increase (decrease) in political bias of official (nonofficial) papers is stronger when the newspapers have greater political (market) incentives for reporting. In addition, we investigate whether the stronger market incentives in certain partitions led to a greater net conglomeration effect in reducing political bias, in terms of a larger decrease in political bias for nonofficial papers and a smaller increase for official papers.
Research Design, Sample Construction, and Descriptive Statistics
Data Sources
To perform our analyses, we utilize data from two commercial databases of domestic Chinese-language newspaper and magazine articles: Newswise and the China Financial Newspaper Searching System. Newswise, established in 1998, archives all varieties of newspaper and magazine articles, including corporate news articles published by China's official and nonofficial newspapers. The China Financial Newspaper Searching System archives articles published by China's business newspapers. Using these two archives allows us to gather the most comprehensive set of financial news articles available about China's listed firms. Because of database limitations before 2000 and data-collection constraints after 2010, we use only domestic newspaper articles published about China's listed firms between 2000 and 2010 that are included in these databases.
We employed the following procedures to construct our sample of companyspecific newspaper articles. First, taking the trading name of each listed company, we used an automated article-crawling robot to search the archives of each database to identify all Chinese-language articles featuring the listed company. This process was performed for each firm listed on the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock exchanges during our sample period. Second, we attribute individual articles to a listed firm on the basis of the corporate name that appears most frequently in the article. Articles in which multiple firms appear with the same frequency are considered to cover all firms. To ensure that our sample consists of pressgenerated news articles, we exclude articles identified as summary lists (for example, firms with the largest price change or trading activity) and articles that relate to regulation-mandated announcements or press releases made by the company (for example, quarterly earnings reports, annual reports, and ad hoc filings). After eliminating articles not published in official or nonofficial newspapers, these procedures yield a final sample of 1,776,002 corporate news articles about 1,757 domestic listed companies drawn from 110 newspapers (55 official and 55 nonofficial). A total of 59 of the 110 newspapers in our sample belonged to 48 news groups at some point during our sample period. (Tables A1 and A2 present summary statistics for the listed firms appearing in the sample of news articles; the online appendix presents the list of newspapers in the sample.)
Measurement of Tone and Political Slant
We measure the tone and political slant of domestic news articles about China's listed firms at the article level. The next two sections outline our measurement of these characteristics.
Measurement of Tone
We measured the tone of a financial news article using a machine-learning approach to implement linguistic content analysis. Prior research, such as Antweiler and Frank (2004) , Das and Chen (2007) , and Li (2010) , uses a similar machinelearning approach for measuring tone; this approach is in contrast to the wordlist approach also used in prior research (see Henry and Leone [2016] for a discussion of the two approaches). Our approach involves an initial step of manually coding a subsample of 30,000 news articles sentence by sentence.
14 Each sentence in an article is classified as having a positive, neutral, or negative tone, and the key words used to make that assessment are recorded. The manually coded data were then input into a LIBSVM classifier algorithm for support vector machines to classify each sentence in the sample of 1.77 million articles as positive, negative, or neutral in tone. We use the Institute of Computing Technology Chinese Lexical Analysis System to implement the word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging for the textual analysis of the articles. Following Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008) and Stockmann (2013) , we measure the tone of each article (Tone ijkt ) as the number of positive sentences minus the number of negative sentences in the article, scaled by 1 plus the sum of the number of positive and negative sentences. We logarithmically transform this ratio to control for right skewness in the data (see Table A3 for definitions of the variables).
Our measurement Tone was selected given the characteristics of our research setting. First, there is no predefined word list because this is the first large-sample textual analysis of the tone of financial news articles about China's listed firms. 15 Second, the classifier algorithm in the machine-learning approach takes into account the combinations of words and phrases when determining the tone, while textual analysis based on a word list simply counts the number of positive and negative words. Although the classifier algorithm does not analyze the detailed structure and context of sentences in an article, making use of the correlations of words and phrases with the manually coded results can reduce classification errors associated with the word-list method. Third, the initial steps of manually coding sample articles and applying machine-learning algorithms allow us to adapt the measurement of tone to the contextual nature of the Chinese language and its capital markets, which minimizes the methodological shortcomings highlighted in Loughran and McDonald (2016) , such as an underrepresentation of negative (versus positive) words in other popular dictionaries, borrowing words created in a different discipline, and difficulties translating English terms into Chinese. Given that the release of negative information is costly to China's politicians, we assume that a positive tone reflects the government's preference to either suppress negative information (that is, only good news events are covered) or inject a positive bias in the news industry's coverage of listed firms.
Measurement of Political Slant
We measure the political slant of a newspaper article on the basis of the relative frequency with which Chinese political key words are included in the story. The political slant of an article (Political Tags ijkt ) is measured as the term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) realization of the article. Essentially, tf-idf is a numerical statistic that captures the relative frequency with which a given set of words appears in a document, adjusted for the relative frequency of the word in the corpus, and is frequently employed by search engines to identify a web page's relevance for a given search term. 16 We logarithmically transform the tf-idf score to control for right skewness in these data.
Our list of Chinese political key words is based on the Dictionary of Scientific Development (Xi 2007) . This dictionary of Chinese political phrases represents the comprehensive list of political slogans included in official CCP economic policy documents between 1978 and 2008 and was created by the government to celebrate 30 years of economic reforms. By focusing on the presence, absence, and frequency of these political slogans in corporate news reports, we are able to directly link the content of an article to political aspects of the Chinese business environment. In addition, because we are searching for well-defined, contextspecific political phrases (in Chinese) that are essentially reproduced and/or re iterated in the news article, we are able to overcome many of the dictionaryrelated methodological limitations associated with prior research and our Tone measure.
We assume that the use of political slogans in an article reflects the presence of pro-government political content (or political slant) in the news outlet's reporting of the listed firm, with greater usage of political slogans reducing the credibility of the news article. We expect to observe a positive relation between an article's tone and political tags if both attributes are designed to help the media convey a positive (and politically congruent) message to the reader about the covered firm, the local economy, and/or the performance of the local government. Tables 1 and 2 provide descriptive statistics for our sample of newspapers and corporate news articles and highlight several key characteristics of China's newspapers. First, as would be expected given the growth in China's capital markets during the 2000s, we document a steady increase in the number of news articles dedicated to China's listed firms during our sample period. Interestingly, this growth appears to be driven by newspapers' coverage decisions, not an overall expansion in the number of newspapers providing financial news coverage. Second, the vast majority of the financial news articles are published in commercially oriented nonofficial newspapers; in our sample, 83.3 percent (16.7 percent) of corporate news articles were published in nonofficial (official) newspapers. Third, with respect to conglomeration, we observe a general shift in the control structure of both official and nonofficial newspapers; this shift is most pronounced during the early years of our sample. Fourth, Table 2 highlights the locality of our newspapers. As noted earlier, our sample of financial news articles is drawn from 55 official newspapers and 55 nonofficial newspapers. These papers are split between 42 national (centralgovernment-controlled) newspapers (nine official and 33 nonofficial) and 68 local (local-government-controlled) newspapers (46 official and 22 nonofficial) across four province-level municipalities and 22 provinces. Interestingly, as reflected by the distribution of articles across the papers, most national newspapers are not controlled within a news-group structure, while local governments strongly favor the use of the news-group arrangement to allow their newspapers to achieve the party's joint political and market objectives. Finally, this panel highlights potential selection issues with respect to coverage in the two newspaper-article databases. Five provinces (Inner Mongolia, Jilin, Guizhou, Xinjiang, and Tibet) are not represented in the sample; one province-level municipality, Chongqing, is not associated with an official newspaper; and 14 provinces lack nonofficial newspapers in our study. Given these database-coverage limitations, we are cautious and examine our main hypothesis using several alternative research methodologies to help mitigate concerns about potential selection biases in our sample. Tags   Table 3 presents descriptive evidence on the tone and political slant of Chinese newspaper articles about the country's listed firms. Table 3 documents that the average tone is positive over our sample period, and the political slogan content of an average financial news article is .168.
Descriptive Evidence
Sample of Newspapers and Newspaper Articles
Tone and Political
17 Consistent with prior findings on the impact of commercialization (Stockmann 2013) , we observe that articles published by nonofficial newspapers exhibit less positive tone and contain fewer political slogans than articles published in official newspapers. 18 We also observe that the conglomeration of newspapers into news groups significantly impacts both the tone of the articles and the frequency of political tagging, with official newspapers exhibiting an increase in both attributes and nonofficial newspapers exhibiting a reduction in political slogans.
19 Although these descriptive data are consistent with prior research and generally support our predictions, we caution that these univariate relations do not control for omitted firm, provincial, time period, or article attributes that induce differences across newspapers and articles. 17 The distribution of Political Tags is extremely skewed. The median Political Tags realization is 0, and only 10.64 percent of articles contain one or more political slogans.
18 Untabulated results using a multivariate regression with the same control variables as in equation (1) also show that nonofficial newspapers are significantly less politically biased.
19 Untabulated analyses document that the Pearson correlation between Tone and Political Tags is .16.
Empirical Analyses
In this section, we present the empirical analysis of the impact imposed by conglomeration on political bias in corporate news. Section 4.1 presents our main empirical analysis and provides the first evidence for the influence of newspaper conglomeration on the relative tone and political slant of articles published by official and nonofficial newspapers. Section 4.2 presents additional evidence on the effect of the conglomeration reform using an alternative specification that exploits differences across articles matched on a firm-month basis.
Influence of Conglomeration on Tone and Political Slant
Our primary empirical analyses examine whether newspaper conglomeration influences the relative tone and political slant of corporate news articles in China. We estimate the following cross-sectional model using newspaper-article-level data for official and nonofficial newspapers separately: (1)
In these estimations, the dependent variable Tone ijkt (Political Tags ijkt ) captures the relative tone of article i about firm j in newspaper k in month t (relative frequency of political rhetoric in article i about firm j in newspaper k in month t). Our variable of interest, Conglomerated kt , is an indicator variable equal to one if the article was published in a newspaper that is controlled by a news group in month t and zero otherwise. To the extent that the formation of commercial news groups enables affected newspapers to better pursue the state's dual commercial and political objectives, we expect a positive coefficient on Conglomerated (β 1 > 0) for official newspapers and a negative coefficient on Conglomerated (β 1 < 0) for nonofficial newspapers. Our estimations of equation (1) are effectively unbalanced panel regressions with the coefficient on Conglomerated capturing both the effects of newspapers switching control structures during our sample period and the baseline effects of being a conglomerated newspaper throughout our sample. The estimation models include a set of indicator variables to capture effects arising from the locality of the newspaper. The first variable captures which level of government controls the newspaper (namely, central government versus local government). The term National Newspaper k is an indicator variable equal to one if the newspaper is controlled by either a central government entity or national party organization and zero otherwise. The second variable captures reporting biases arising from the locality of the covered firm. Local newspapers are expected to report more (less) favorably on local (nonlocal) firms. Local newspapers are less critical of local firms because of strong incentives to please local government officials, but reporting negatively on firms domiciled outside the locality is condoned or even encouraged. The term Outside Province ijkt is an indicator variable equal to one if the listed firm is located outside the local newspaper's province and zero otherwise. We also include firm-level control variables (Firm Size, ROA, Market to Book, Leverage, and Return) to capture fundamental characteristics expected to influence the tone or political slant of media coverage over the reporting period. The indicator variable SOE is included to capture a positive political bias introduced because the covered firm is state owned. Because longer articles afford reporters greater opportunity to soften a negative news story, wax poetic about good news, or include economic policy issues, we include the log number of sentences in the article (Article Length ijkt ) to control for any systematic differences in the measurement of our dependent variables arising from the length of the article. We include province-year-month indicator variables to capture systematic news shocks and economic trends that are expected to vary across provinces. The provincial fixed effects are based on the locality of the newspaper and designed to control for differences in underlying institutions, macroeconomic conditions, and transparency incentives across these regions. 20 We include industry fixed effects to control for differences in fundamentals and coverage biases across sectors. All other variables are as defined in Table A3 . Table 4 presents selected coefficients (and t-statistics) from estimations of these models.
21 Consistent with our main hypothesis, we find that the influence of conglomeration on tone and political content is dependent on the objectives of the underlying newspapers. 22 The results indicate that articles published in conglom- 20 We control for year-months because information about Chinese listed firms is expected to vary over time on the basis of prevailing economic conditions and political incentives (Piotroski, Wong, and Zhang 2015) . By interacting year-month effects with our provincial indicators, our fixed-effect structure can capture average time-varying effects on Tone and Political Tags by province. 21 The t-statistics from multivariate estimations reported in the paper are based on standard errors clustered by firm. 22 These estimations reveal several other interesting attributes of financial news coverage in China. First, the tone and political slant of local newspapers are influenced by whether the covered firm is erated nonofficial newspapers have a less positive tone and contain fewer political slogans than those in nonconglomerated nonofficial newspapers. To the extent that reductions in positive tone and political slogans reduce political biases in news reporting, the evidence is consistent with nonofficial newspapers being more credible than official newspapers and, more important, with conglomeration serving as an effective mechanism to reduce the political bias of corporate news published in nonofficial newspapers. In contrast, the results for conglomerated official newspapers indicate that they generate articles that are incrementally more positively biased and have a greater frequency of political slogans than articles published by official newspapers not included in a news group. To the extent that the greater political bias captures the official newspapers' stronger focus domiciled in the same province as the newspaper, with local firms receiving more favorable coverage. Second, articles about large firms are more positive, while articles about state-owned entities tend to contain more political content than articles about non-state-owned entities. Finally, longer articles are more positive in tone and contain more political rhetoric. We explore the impact of these differences on the effect of conglomeration in Section 5. and ability to pursue political goals, our result is consistent with conglomerated official newspapers being better able than nonconglomerated official newspapers to serve as mouthpieces of the government. Together, the combined evidence suggests that conglomeration has enabled the government to tighten its control over the media by increasing the political bias of official newspapers while liberalizing and enhancing the credibility of corporate news coverage by reducing the political bias of nonofficial newspapers. 23, 24 Section 4.2 addresses limitations to this conglomeration analysis and sheds further light on the impact of conglomeration on newspapers' behavior.
Matched Firm-Month Analyses
The preceding analyses exploit the available Chinese-language newspaper articles about domestic listed firms, and the evidence is consistent with conglomerated newspapers more effectively utilizing their resources to achieve the dual mission of the state-controlled media. However, several empirical concerns exist with that analysis. First, archived coverage seems to be incomplete. As documented in Table 1 , not all provinces and not all newspapers in a province (official or nonofficial) are included in the archives. To the extent that this selection bias is nonrandom, our results may be driven by unobservable selection biases for official and nonofficial newspapers. Second, articles are endogenously produced by the media, so our results could simply reflect selection biases with respect to the decision to publish an article. For example, official and nonofficial newspapers may choose to cover different types of firms or to cover firms at different points in time (for example, conditional on the sign and magnitude of the news being conveyed). Finally, the average positive tone in our sample may not reflect a bias, per se, but instead may reflect systematic measurement error or newspapers' coverage decisions (for example, to write only about good news).
To address these concerns, we employ an alternative methodology that captures the differences in the average article's tone and political content between official and nonofficial newspapers for a given listed firm in a calendar month. We measure Table 3 suggest that conglomeration magnified the average difference in positive tone (political content) between official and nonofficial newspaper articles by approximately 55 percent (29 percent). 24 Clustering standard errors by province-year or newspaper-year yields similar inferences about the effects of conglomeration on official newspapers. However, the statistical significance of the effect of conglomeration on nonofficial newspapers is attenuated downward using these alternative procedures.
either official or nonofficial newspapers. The advantage of this methodology is that we are capturing sets of articles published about the same firms over the same time window, which thus increases the likelihood that the newspapers are writing about the same economic performance and events and minimizes selection biases arising at the newspaper level. This methodology is similar to Engelberg and Parsons (2011) . The downside is that we restrict our sample to firm-months with sufficiently broad newspaper coverage in which to measure differences in the tone and political content across official and nonofficial newspapers. Table 5 presents descriptive statistics for these average differences. Consistent with results using the full data, articles published in official newspapers exhibit a more positive tone and greater political content than articles published in nonofficial newspapers (namely, both average Diff_Tone and Diff_Political Tags are greater than 0).
To test the effects of conglomeration on reporting behavior using these matched data, Table 5 
In these estimations, % Conglomerated is the percentage of articles about firm j published in newspapers controlled in a news-group structure in month t, % National Newspaper is the percentage of articles published in national newspapers, and % Outside Province is the percentage of articles published in newspapers outside the firm's province. The explanatory variable Relative Article Length measures differences in the average length of official and nonofficial newspaper articles, while Relative Article Timing measures the absolute average number of calendar days between the publication of the articles in official and nonofficial newspapers in month t. To the extent that conglomeration leads to official and nonofficial newspapers achieving their separate objectives (in other words, increases the divergence in the tone and political content of news articles, as documented in Table 3 ), we expect Diff_Tone and Diff_Political Tags to be increasing in % Conglomerated (β 1 > 0). To the extent that official newspapers are incrementally more critical of nonlocal firms than non official newspapers, we expect Diff_ Tone and Diff_Political Tags to be decreasing in % Outside Province. Similarly, to the extent that national newspapers have greater latitude to criticize firms and serve a greater role in communicating party messages, we expect Diff_Tone and Diff_Political Tags to be increasing in % National Newspapers. These firm-month estimations confirm the basic inference found in Table 4 and provide additional support for our main prediction, namely, that conglomeration increases the difference in relative tone and political content observed between official and nonofficial newspapers. These tests also reveal that the divergence between official and nonofficial newspapers is significantly larger (smaller) when the covered firm is domiciled in (outside) the reporting newspaper's province and when the articles are written by national (local) newspapers. 
Cross-Sectional Variation in the Influence of Newspaper-Conglomeration Reforms
In this section, we examine the impact of conglomeration conditional on province-, newspaper-, and firm-level attributes that shape corporate-newsreporting incentives. Section 5.1 examines the strength of provincial political and market-level institutions, Section 5.2 examines the effect of central versus local government ownership of the conglomerated newspapers, and Sections 5.3 and 5.4 examine the impact of the covered firm's ownership and residency characteristics, respectively.
Province-Level Political versus Market-Based Incentives
Economic development creates a demand for credible, market-oriented information; however, the underlying consumer preferences for it, and the ability of newspapers to deliver it for political reasons, is expected to vary across locations. The market-demand side effects of commercialization should be stronger in commercial centers (such as Guangdong and Shanghai) and weaker in political centers (such as Beijing and Shaanxi). Similarly, the political role of official newspapers should be stronger in highly politicized regions and weaker in settings with strong market institutions. We expect the impact of conglomeration to reflect differences in the relative strength of these local incentives.
To examine conglomeration effects conditional on these local incentives, we estimate variations of the following model conditional on both newspaper orientation and the prevailing political and market incentives in the newspaper's province: 
Using the full sample of newspaper articles, we classify provinces and provincelevel municipalities as having high or low market orientation using the Fan and Wang (2003) marketization index. Because of potential province-level selection biases in our newspaper databases (namely, not all regions are represented in the sample), we also perform an analysis that examines only newspapers domiciled in Beijing and Guangdong, two key locations that capture China's political versus market orientation continuum. Beijing, as the seat of government, is a highly political region; in contrast, Guangdong is a large, market-oriented province (anchored by the long-standing special economic zone of Shenzhen). Tables 6 and 7 present selected coefficients from these sets of estimations.
25 25 The estimations for Beijing and Guangdong in Table 7 use year-month fixed effects.
Results using these two approaches yield very similar inferences, namely, that the commercial (political) effects of conglomeration on local nonofficial (official) newspapers are, generally, more pronounced in provinces with stronger levels of market-oriented (politically oriented) institutions. The incremental positive bias and political content introduced into official newspaper articles following conglomeration is amplified in politically oriented provinces and attenuated in settings where readership is more likely to demand and reward credible journalism. In contrast, the incremental reduction in positive tone in nonofficial newspapers' articles following conglomeration is generally found only in market-oriented regions; in highly politicized regions, conglomeration seems to have only a minimal impact on the credibility of articles in nonofficial newspapers.
Local versus Central Government Ownership
Our earlier analyses document that the differences in tone and political content of articles published by official versus nonofficial newspapers (Diff_Tone and Diff_Tags) are significantly larger for central-government-controlled newspapers than local-government-owned newspapers. One possible explanation is that, being under the control of the central government, national official news papers have stronger political incentives to serve as government mouthpieces, while nonofficial newspapers have more confidence in specializing in producing market information, and this was the case even prior to the conglomeration reform. In contrast, both official and nonofficial local newspapers might face stronger countervailing commercial and political incentives than national newspapers. Under these conditions, we would expect conglomeration to have a greater impact among local-government-owned newspapers. Table 8 presents reestimations of equation (3) after partitioning the sample by central versus local government ownership. Consistent with the preceding prediction, we find that the effects of conglomeration, especially as it relates to an increase in the positive bias in official newspaper articles, is significantly stronger among locally owned newspapers.
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State Ownership of the Covered Firm
State-controlled newspapers have a strong political incentive to positively bias articles written about state-controlled firms vis-à-vis non-state-owned firms. We predict that conglomeration serves as a means to potentially exacerbate (attenuate) the positive bias afforded state-owned entities in official (nonofficial) newspapers, as official (nonofficial) newspapers are no longer constrained by market forces (no longer influenced by political considerations) in writing positive stories about the state-owned enterprise. Table 9 presents reestimations of equation (3) after partitioning the sample by whether the covered firm is state controlled. Consistent with the preceding prediction, we find that the decrease in the positive bias in nonofficial newspapers following conglomeration is primarily found in articles about state-owned firms. Thus, the media-conglomeration reform seems to have enabled more critical reporting about state-owned firms by the nonofficial press. In contrast, the increase in positive bias in official newspapers following conglomeration is similar for articles written about both state-owned and nonstate-owned listed firms. Table 4 documents that articles published about firms domiciled outside the newspaper's province are more critical than articles about local firms, with this locality effect stronger among official newspapers. Given these differences in reporting incentives, Table 10 presents reestimations of equation (3) after partitioning the sample by whether the covered firm is located in versus outside the newspaper's province. This evidence suggests that conglomeration allows official newspapers to pursue their political agenda, with articles written about local firms exhibiting an incrementally larger increase in political bias. One possible reason is that local politicians tend to protect the local (nonlocal) firms that are (not) under their control more (less). In contrast, the reduction in political bias in nonofficial newspapers as a result of conglomeration is statistically similar in articles written about local and nonlocal firms.
Locality of the Covered Firm
The results in Tables 6-10 demonstrate that the impact of newspaper conglomeration on reporting behavior is influenced by variation in local market and political forces arising from the newspapers' local institutional arrangements and the characteristics of the covered firm. Official newspapers experience a broad increase in positive political bias following conglomeration, with the effect strongest in those contexts where the incentives for bias are strongest. In contrast, the reduction in political bias observed in nonofficial newspapers following conglomeration is less robust, with the effects strongest in market-oriented regions and primarily limited to a reduction in positive tone but not in political slogans. Putting the results together, we see that conglomeration yields a net reduction of positive-tone bias only in settings with strong market institutions. Absent these strong market forces, the net conglomeration effect is an increase in positive-tone bias driven by the shift in the behavior of official newspapers and limited response by nonofficial newspapers. 
Additional Analyses and Robustness Tests
Alternative Research Designs
This section presents additional evidence for the effect of conglomeration reform using two alternative research designs: one that exploits a small sample of conglomeration events (when local newspapers are combined into a news group) during our sample period and one that examines news articles published following corporate earnings announcements.
Difference-in-Differences Approach
To isolate the incremental effects of newspaper-conglomeration activities, we employ a difference-in-differences methodology that exploits changes in the newspapers' control structure during our sample period. To do this, we reestimate variants of equation (1) using only articles published in local newspapers that were conglomerated into a media business group between 2001 and 2010. The advantage of this methodology is our ability to attribute shifts in articles' characteristics to incentives created by the newspaper conglomeration. The downside is that our analysis is limited to a subsample of 15 local newspapers controlled by seven news groups. The reduction in sample size is due to limited conglomeration activity after 2000 and because the research design requires at least one official and one nonofficial newspaper to have been conglomerated into the same news group in the year of formation.
27 27 In addition, the conglomeration activity we observe in this analysis occurred during the later stages of China's media reforms. Because the timing of province-level reforms is self-selected, local governments engaging in this activity after 2000 are inherently different from local governments engaging in similar media reforms prior to 2000. Finally, our sample is heavily influenced by observations drawn from the politically liberal, market-oriented city of Shenzhen. Shenzhen Economic Daily In untabulated analyses, we continue to find evidence supporting our main hypothesis using this difference-in-differences specification. After performing separate estimations by the newspaper's orientation, we observe that the effect of conglomeration activity is to attenuate the positive tone and political content found in nonofficial newspapers; in contrast, local official newspapers maintained their heightened level of political content and increased their positive reporting bias following conglomeration.
Newspaper Coverage of Corporate Earnings Announcements
We employ a secondary research design that examines the attributes of financial news articles written immediately following corporate earnings announcements. Earnings announcements have two features that make for a powerful setting to study media bias. First, earnings announcements are well-defined, value-relevant events during which newspapers have salient market-based incentives to report and interpret the financial performance of the listed firm. Second, because multiple newspapers have economic and political incentives to report on the performance of the announcing firm, earnings announcements provide a setting in which newspaper professionals (journalists and editors) across China are concurrently performing the same task (publishing an article) in response to the same underlying economic event and using similar inputs (for example, the earnings-announcement press release and related financial disclosures). Thus, articles written immediately following the earnings announcement should relate to the same underlying topic but individually reflect the preferences and editorial di-(a nonofficial newspaper) and Shenzhen Special Zone Daily (an official newspaper) account for 39.96 percent and 24.12 percent of this sample, respectively. rection of the publishing newspaper. Homogeneity in underlying content should mitigate research-design concerns imbedded in our main analyses; however, if the media outlets have less discretion or weaker incentives for bias or inject political rhetoric into their coverage of earnings-related news, this research-design choice may hinder our ability to detect conglomeration effects.
We perform this analysis using samples that require that both conglomerated and nonconglomerated official and nonofficial newspapers publish articles about a specific earnings-announcement event. 28 The advantage of these restricted earnings-announcement samples is that we can test our primary hypothesis using an identification strategy that mimics a traditional difference-in-differences research design. In these specifications, we include fixed effects for each firmspecific earnings-announcement event, year-week fixed effects to control for time-varying factors affecting Tone and Political Tags arising from differences in the timing of the articles' publication, and attributes of the newspaper (National Newspaper or Outside Province) and article (Article Length) that are correlated with Tone and Political Tagging but are not absorbed by the fixed-effects structure.
Untabulated estimations reveal that both the tone and political content of contemporaneously published articles are affected by a newspaper's orientation and conglomeration status. For both samples, we observe that articles of official (nonofficial) newspapers display more (less) positive tone and more (less) political content, with these differences-especially among first articles published-magnified for conglomerated newspapers. Together, our earnings-announcement tests, which are designed to control for differences in coverage and topic selection that could confound our primary tests in Section 4, yield compelling evidence that the political bias in corporate news coverage in China is affected by whether the reporting newspaper belongs to a conglomerated media group.
Robustness Tests
Nonofficial Party Newspapers
Ten nonofficial newspapers in our sample are controlled by specific party organizations. However, because of their focus on business news, commercial orientation, and lack of state funding, we classify these newspapers as nonofficial 28 We identified earnings-announcement dates for all Chinese listed firms over the time period 2000-2010 through the China Stock Market and Accounting Research database, matched our full sample of newspaper articles to these event dates, and retained all news articles published on or within 7 days of the listed firm's earnings-announcement date (days 0 to 7). Next, we retained those earnings-announcement events only when each type of newspaper published at least one article about the announcing firm during the 7-day (0, 7) earnings-announcement window. This restricted sample consists of 56,346 articles published by 108 newspapers, covering 1,988 earnings-announcement events by 619 firms. To ensure that we capture a newspaper's first impression of the listed firm's financial performance, and thus create better comparability of content across articles, we also further restricted the sample to include only the first article published by each newspaper during the earnings-announcement window. This yields a final restricted sample of 23,749 articles for 1,988 earnings-announcement events.
newspapers. As a robustness check, we separately identify these 10 newspapers as nonofficial party newspapers and compare them with the remaining sample of nonofficial nonparty newspapers. In terms of newspaper conglomeration, only one of these nonofficial party newspapers (Market Guide News, from Hubei province) is affiliated with a conglomerated news group. Reestimating equation (1) after partitioning our nonofficial newspapers into party-and non-party-controlled newspapers reveals two untabulated findings. First, although nonofficial party and nonparty newspapers are less politically biased than official newspapers, nonofficial nonparty newspapers are the least biased. This suggests that the party affiliation of nonofficial newspapers has attenuated the commercialization effect in reducing political bias. Second, the conglomeration effect for nonofficial party newspapers is incrementally stronger than that for nonofficial nonparty newspapers. These results suggest that conglomeration can play an important role in mitigating the political forces that currently offset the commercial incentives of nonofficial party newspapers. However, we caution that these inferences are based on a very limited sample of observations.
Newspapers in Tier-One Cities
Our descriptive evidence suggests that our newspaper databases are not comprehensive across all provinces. The systematic absence of local official and/or nonofficial newspapers in these databases has the potential to induce selection bias into our analysis if these database-coverage decisions are nonrandom. To validate that our results are not driven by such a coverage bias, we reestimate our main analysis using only newspapers domiciled in China's four tier-one cities (Beijing, Guangzhou, Shanghai, and Shenzhen). We focus on tier-one cities for two reasons. First, these cities represent China's leading political and business centers. Second, our primary data sources, Newswise and the China Financial Newspaper Searching System, provide comprehensive coverage of leading local newspapers in these four cities. Untabulated estimations of equation (1) using this restricted, comprehensive sample of local newspapers confirm our main conglomeration results.
Analysis of the Number of Articles Published
In untabulated analyses, we also examined whether conglomeration affects the number of corporate news articles published by official and nonofficial newspapers. If conglomeration mitigates incentives to censor negative news (for nonofficial newspapers) and creates incentives to politicize corporate news (for official newspapers), we would expect to see an increase in the average number of articles being published following conglomeration for both types of papers. In contrast, if conglomeration primarily affects how events are reported, or changes the mix of corporate events covered (given that newspapers are frequently constrained by a set number of pages), we would observe no change in the number of articles published. After controlling for province and year fixed effects, we fail to document a significant change in the number of articles published by either nonofficial or official newspapers after conglomeration.
Conclusion
This paper provides large-sample evidence that the formation of commercial news groups can increase the diversity of corporate news reported by statecontrolled newspapers. We find that the conglomeration of local newspapers into a single media group magnified these differences in the tone and political content of corporate news articles published by official and nonofficial newspapers. These results are robust to alternative research designs that attempt to address selection biases and potential endogeneity concerns in the sample. To the extent that the increase (decrease) in political bias for the official (nonofficial) newspapers is an indication that they are more focused on their role as mouthpiece (marketinformation provider), these results are consistent with each type of newspaper specializing in its own separate objective, thereby enabling the Chinese press to pursue its dual missions.
The evidence in this paper suggests that carefully structured media reform can enable the state media under an authoritarian government to balance its political and market-development roles. These results have important implications for other emerging economies in which governments are autocratic and a large portion, if not all, of the press is under state control. Future research should focus on whether the observed reduction in political bias significantly enhances the overall information environment of China's capital markets. For example, do observed decreases in positive tone and political content reflect more objective reporting of the same events (that is, less bias) or less censorship (that is, more negative stories being published)? Do these newspaper articles convey as much information as those published outside China? Did these reforms reduce information asymmetry of the listed firms and/or improve the stock-price-formation process? Are there other institutional constraints that hamper the press's role in serving as an information intermediary in China?
Another future extension is to understand the types of information being conveyed in these various kinds of news articles. Although the official newspapers are found to have more positive bias or political slant, does the political content of official news articles convey any information to the market, and under what conditions do these political messages have value? Do the articles convey government policy news that impacts not only the firm mentioned in the article but also the industry in which the firm operates? Compared with official newspapers, do nonofficial newspapers focus more on firm-specific information and convey less policy or macroeconomic news? To what extent do differences in tone and political content reflect asymmetries in the types of stories covered by official and nonofficial newspapers' articles? Answering these questions will further enhance our understanding of how political and market forces shape the reporting incentives of newspapers and their role as an information intermediary in an emerging market. 
